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Evolving landscape of IIAs: what is the issue?

• Growing interweb of agreements governing the same investor-
State relationship.

• Overlap in the menu of investor protections offered.

• Jurisdiction of the ISDS tribunal is limited to the agreement under
which the dispute is initiated.

• Differences in the way the obligation is contextualized in one
agreement as opposed to another.

• In this presentation:

(a) The comparators

(b) Analysis: Fair and equitable treatment

(c) Analysis: Expropriation

(d) Analysis: Conditions-precedent

(e) Concluding analysis



The comparators

• ASEAN+1 vs Bilateral FTA
• Investment Agreement of the ASEAN-China Free Trade Area (2010)

• Cf. Singapore China Bilateral Investment Treaty (1986)

• NB: China-Singapore Free Trade Agreement (2009)

Article 84(1)

“Upon the conclusion of the [ASEAN-China Investment Agreement], the
provisions of that agreement shall, mutatis mutandis, be incorporated into
and form an integral part of this Agreement unless the context otherwise
requires.”

• ASEAN vs Intra-ASEAN BIT
• ASEAN Comprehensive Investment Agreement (2012)

• Cf. Singapore-Vietnam Bilateral Investment Treaty (1992)

Results of comparative analysis are similar between ASEAN-China vs
Sing-China and ACIA vs Sing-Vietnam.
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Sing-China BIT ASEAN + China China-Sing FTA



Analysis: FET

Sing-China BIT ASEAN-China IIA



Analysis: FET

ASEAN-China Sing-China

“…fair and equitable treatment and full 
protection and security.”

“fair and equitable treatment and 
protection in accordance with this 

Agreement.”

“For greater certainty FET refers to the…” ×
“…obligation…not to deny justice in any 

legal or administrative proceedings.” ×
“A determination that there has been a 
breach of another provision of the same 

Agreement, or of a separate international
agreement, shall not establish that there 

has been a breach of FET.”

×



Analysis: FET

• ASEAN-China, Article 23, Relations with Other Agreements:

“Nothing in this Agreement shall derogate from the existing rights
and obligations of a Party under any other international
agreements to which it is a party.”

• Sing-China, Article 15, Other Obligations:

If “…international obligations existing at present or established
hereafter between the Contracting Parties result in a position
entitling investments to treatment more favorable than is provided
by this Agreement, such position shall not be affected by this
Agreement.”

See similar inter-relationship in ASEAN vs Intra-ASEAN BITs, see
example of ACIA vs Sing-Vietnam.

On FET, comparative analysis between ACIA vs Sing-Vietnam is
identical to what we just examined.



Analysis: FET – Carve-outs

Sing-China BIT

ASEAN-China IIA



Analysis: FET – What is excluded?

ASEAN-China Sing-China

Taxation measures Taxation measures

“Subject to the requirement that such measures are 
not applied in a manner which would constitute a 

means of arbitrary or unjustifiable 
discrimination…or of a disguised restriction on 

investors…”

“The provisions of this Agreement shall not in any 
way limit the right…to apply prohibitions or 

restrictions of any kind or take any other action 
which is directed to…”

“Necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or 
health…”

“Protection of public health [and]…prevention of 
diseases and pests in animals or plants”

“Necessary to protect public morals or to maintain 
public order” ×

Separate provision: “Nothing in this Agreement shall 
be construed to prevent any party from taking any 

action which it considers necessary for the 
protection of essential security interests, including 

but not limited to...”

“Essential security interests”

Procurement of government goods and services ×
[…] ×



Analysis: Expropriation

• Extends to encompass indirect expropriation?

Sing-China: Yes, clear that it does –

“…or other measures having effect equivalent to
nationalization or expropriation…”

ASEAN-China: Arguably, yes, but not as clear –

“…or take other similar measures…”

Qn: Is “similar effect” identical in scope to “effect equivalent to”?



Analysis: Expropriation – ACIA vs Sing-Vietnam



Analysis: Expropriation – ACIA vs Sing-Vietnam



Analysis: Expropriation - Conditions

ASEAN-China Sing-China

“Public purpose” “Purpose authorized by law”

Non-discriminatory Non-discriminatory

“In accordance with law”
“In accordance with applicable domestic laws, 

including legal procedures”

Effective compensation (realizable, freely 
convertible and transferable, no delay, based on 

value before expropriation)

Effective compensation (realizable, freely 
convertible and transferable, no delay, based on 

value before expropriation)

Similar comparative analysis in ACIA vs Sing-Vietnam.



Analysis: Expropriation – Carve-outs - taxation

• ASEAN-China, Article 3(4)(a), Scope of Application

“This Agreement shall not apply to

(a) any taxation measure. This Sub-paragraph shall not
undermine the Parties’ rights and obligations with respect
to taxation measures:…

(ii) under Article 8 (Expropriation)…

…

(iii) under Article 14 (Investment Disputes between a Party
and an Investor), only when the dispute arises from Article
8 (Expropriation).”

• Sing-China BIT, Article 5(2), Exceptions

“The provisions of this Agreement shall not apply to matters of
taxation in the territory of either Contracting Party.”

Similar comparative analysis in ACIA vs Sing-Vietnam.



Analysis: Access to ISDS – Conditions-precedent

ASEAN-China Sing-China

Consultation or negotiation (6 months) Consultation or negotiation (6 months)

Separate provision setting out conditions-
precedent (“shall be conditional upon”) ×

3-year timebar ×
Investor to, in notice of intent to arbitrate, “waive
the right to initiate or continue any proceedings, 

excluding proceedings for interim measures, before 
any of the other dispute settlement fora referred 

to…in relation to the matter under dispute.”

×

On receipt of notice, State may require investor to 
go through “any applicable domestic administrative 

review procedure specified by its domestic laws 
and regulations…”

×

Special review mechanism for expropriation arising 
from taxation measure: state-to-state consultation ×

Similar comparative analysis in ACIA vs Sing-Vietnam.



Concluding Analysis

1. General principles of treaty interpretation vs nature of
investment agreements, what they specify about their
relationship with other agreements and the limited nature of the
tribunal’s jurisdiction.

2. Can the investor use the Most-Favored-Nation provision to take
advantage of the provision it considers more favourable to it in
its dispute with the State?

3. Use of FTA Joint Committee-like mechanisms to review and make
recommendations for amendment:
China-Singapore FTA, Article 112, Relation to Other Agreements

(1) [Parties affirm their existing rights and obligations under other existing
bilateral and multilateral agreements]

(2) “In the event of any inconsistency between this Agreement and any other
Agreement to which both Parties are parties, the Parties shall immediately
consult with each with a view to finding a mutually satisfactory solution.”


